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ABSTRACT
“Helios” is an advertisement for a futuristic electric vehicle that utilizes revolutionary materials
and upcoming technologies to address some of the current shortcomings of electric vehicles both
aesthetically and technologically. This project explores how to create an effective advertisement for an
automobile. Factors affecting consumer behavior, barriers and motivations for purchase, brand
strategy, and aesthetics as well as the design of the car itself were all considered. The process for
creating and assessing the advertisement will be summarized and evaluated.

INTRODUCTION
When I started this project I sought to create a compelling advertisement for an environmentally
friendly electric vehicle. Initially the focus was mainly on the aesthetics of the vehicle and the ad.
I had a vision for a sleek looking sporty car in motion, mixed with music and narrative. The deeper I got
into the project the more I realized that the focus solely on aesthetics would make for a very hollow and
shallow ad. In order to create a compelling advertisement, I first had to create a compelling product.
I then began to design the car, not just the exterior, but the interior, under the hood and the soul of the
car. What makes it environmentally sound and what makes it different than the electric vehicles that
exist today. I knew I wanted the car to be fully electric, not a hybrid. In researching current electronic
vehicle technologies I found many short comings with current material and battery life technologies.
This led me to research new materials that could create a longer lasting battery. I discovered graphene,
a revolutionary material that is stronger than steel but thin enough and light enough to still create the
appealing sporty curvature I envisioned for the vehicle. The possibilities and capabilities of graphene
inspired the revolutionary and futuristic design of the car.

DESIGN PROBLEMS
When considering all of the technologies that humans have created and consider the impact on
how we live our lives, the automobile stands out as one of the most impactful. Although the automobile
has been a revolutionary invention for mankind to help push us into the future, in many ways it has also
pushed us back at the same time. The automobile gives us more flexibility and freedom, yet it is
contributing to the degradation of our environment. If the world we live is destroyed, what good is
freedom and mobility?
Karl Benz was said to be the very first inventor of the modern automobile in Germany, but it
wasn’t until Henry Ford’s introduction of the Model-T that the mass production of cars really became
revolutionary. Henry Ford’s success with the Model-T made automobiles affordable for all people, not
just the extremely wealthy. In the years since the Model-T cars have advanced in technology and style
but one thing that has not changed much is the impact on the environment. It’s only been in recent
years that automobile manufacturers have begun to address the issue of carbon emissions.
In an effort to solve this problem I combined my love of car design with my compassion for the
6
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environment and created “Helios”, an all electric car that charges quickly, looks sharp, and holds a
charge to allow the same freedom as a gas vehicle. The goal of the advertisement is to create more than
visual appeal, to capture the audience and make them feel like they are a part of a movement toward
a brighter, cleaner, more sustainable future.

HELIOS
In Greek mythology, “Helios” was considered as a titan of the sun riding his chariot across the
skies daily. Even though, he has been mistaken for Apollo in greek mythology, they are very different. As
mentioned above, “Helios” is a titan or god of the sun while Apollo is an Olympian who was an archer,
hunter, prophecy and dancing. The name “Helios” has very much a powerful resonance with the type
of vehicle that I am designing. The vehicles main power source will be coming from the suns powerful
rays. Aside from the two being solar related, “Helios” was considered to be one that would light the way
for the people and be tireless. While designing my vehicle I want to bring these similar traits to the fore
front. To create a vehicle that is tireless because of its capability to absorbs the sun’s rays and store in
until needed. Also, this vehicle should be something that will light the way for a brighter, cleaner
sustainable future.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The Brand Gap By Marty Neumeier
Marty Neumeier explores the gap that tends to exist between strategy and design. Neumeier
theorizes that bridging that gap is critical in building a strong brand. This book asserts that a brand is
more than a logo or a sales strategy it is “a clear competitive stance and dedication to aesthetics…a
combination of logic and magic, answering the questions who are you? What do you do? Why does
it matter?” (Neumeier, 2006) According to Neumeier our economy has moved from mass production
to mass customization. The features and price are no lon¬ger enough to stand out from the crowd,
consumers are seeking tribal identification. When building a brand “The Brand Gap” states “if you
can’t be number one or number two, redefine the category.” (Neumeier, 2006) The way to succeed
at redefining the category is through innovation and creativity. Both of which require people to stray
from the group. This defies the natural inclination of humans to follow a group and attempt to belong.
“While market researchers describe how the world is, creative describes how the world could be.”
(Neumeier, 2006)
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Consumer Awareness Won’t Save The World: We Need Business That Change People’s Habits for Good
By Pablo Barros
This article examines how to create demand for sustainable products. Barros states “Most
consumerism lacks conscience.” Therefore, a multi-faceted approach is best when creating demand
for sustainable products. The decision to purchase sustainable products is not driven solely by
environmental concerns; price, social status, features, and design appeal all play a role in the decision.
It is imperative not to solely rely on sustainability as a selling feature. Products with strong branding,
cutting edge design and appealing features combined with sustainability will drive demand and
consumer awareness.

Consumer Behavior of Luxury Automobiles
By: Japkrapan Anurit, Karin Newman, Bal Chansarkar
Anuritm, Newman and Chansarkar examine buyer behavior and factors that impact purchase
decisions of luxury car consumers. Their findings indicate that increased competition has increased
the importance of strong brand identity. Furthermore, A strong brand will illicit an emotional response
from potential customers. Consumers have a desire to purchase products that reflect their emotional
and social values.
Fortune Magazine: What Makes Apple Golden
By Betsy Morris
Apple is America’s Number 1 most admired company according to Forbes. In this article Betsy
Morris explains what helped Apple reach this prestigious status. Their non-traditional strategies are the
reason for their success. Apple doesn’t follow traditional marketing practices like identifying a single
target market. Their ultimate goal is to “democratize” technology by making something everyone will
want to own. Morris explains their strategy is to create products with mass appeal across many different
target markets and demographics. This is accomplished by “dreaming up products so new and ingenious that they have upended one industry after another.” (Morris, 2008) Diversification is another
traditional marketing strategy that Apple defies. Many companies put a few resources behind a great
deal of products, this process mitigates risk. Apple feels that this leads to mediocre products. Apple,
on the other hand, puts every resource behind a few products. This is high risk but they feel, leads to
great products.
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Making Electric Cars Smarter for a Sustainable Future
By Ben Keneally
Keneally examines a company in Silicon Valley called “Better Place”. “Better Place” is working toward a global transition to electric cars. This transition would lead to decreases in air pollution,
carbon emissions, and an increase in the use of renewable energy. Unfortunately, Keneally explains,
there are many barriers that prevent the average consumer from purchasing an electric car. The first
is ease of use; many require long periods of charging. Short battery life is another barrier. Many of
today’s electric cars require either frequent stops for charging or partial use of fossil fuel. The largest
barrier is price; the prices are too high for the average consumer to afford. Keneally asserts that all of
these factors would need to be addressed in order for a global transition to be possible.

Electric Vehicles and Global Warming Emissions
By Union of Concerned Scientists
The “Union of Concerned Scientists” states that contrary to popular belief current electric cars
generate global warming emissions when charged using traditional power sources. The only way to
prevent all global warming emissions in electric cars would be to charge them using a renewable energy
source, like wind or solar. The “Union of Concerned Scientists” calculated electric cars can save the
average consumer over $13,000 on gas over the life of the vehicle. Additionally 6,100 fewer gallons of
gas will be used over the life of the vehicle.

Selling and Buying Cars in the Future: Car Buyer Behavior in Transition
By Anders Parment
Anders Parment examines future car buying behavior after finding consumer interest in owning
a car is declining. Environmental awareness and social responsibility are becoming increasingly
important to consumers. Consumers are showing a stronger desire for their cars need to align with
personal beliefs, rather than act as a symbol of financial status. In studying what young car buyers
will be looking for Parment found the majority will be looking sustainable cars. Car manufacturers will
need to convince future generations that owning a car can be environmentally sound. Sustainability
alone however, is not enough to convince consumers to buy with options car share, public transportation, and bicycles gaining popularity. Personalization is a key factor that can motivate consumers to
make a purchase. Leases and mass production will be less prominent as consumers search for more
personalized options.
“The next premium products are becoming less premium.” (Parment, 2014)
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Analysis of Research in Consumer Behavior of Automobile Passenger Car Customer
By Vikram Shende
Vikram Shende explores purchasing behavior and deciding factors across all segments of the
automobile market. Shende found purchasing a car involves a high level of social and psychological
involvement. To succeed in the market it is imperative for car manufacturers to understand buyer
behaviors. Shende found the main deciding factors across all segments to be as follows:
MARKETING SEGMENT
MAIN DECIDING FACTORS
Executive/premium 		
Brand image
Compact 			
Safety & features
Sub-Compact			Cost
Mid-size 			

Comfort & Value

The Battery-Powered Electric Car
By Jack Stewart
In this article Jack Stewart examines the current state of battery powered electric cars. Stewart
states that short battery life is the biggest factor preventing most consumers from purchasing an electric
vehicle. Short battery life can greatly inconvenience drivers. The options are either to take short trips,
make frequent stops for charging or use partial fossil fuel. Many consumers with battery powered
electric cars are opposed to the use of fossil fuel because it is not environmentally sound. Stewart offers
a possible solution to the problem of short battery life; perhaps if different materials are used, a longer
battery life may be possible.

Honda FC Sport Fuel Concept Unveiled
By Steane Klose
Steane Klose reports on the Concept of Honda FC which was recently unveiled to the public.
Honda FC uses fuel cells to power an electric motor. The motor is mounted to the rear wheels and
the hydrogen fuel tanks are mounted in the cabin. This layout allows the car to have a low center of
gravity and still maintain balanced weight distribution.

WWW.FuelEconomy.org: How Fuel Cells Work
The FuelEconomy.org website explains how polymer electric fuel cells work. Polymer electric
fuel cells use hydrogen fuel and oxygen from the air to make electricity. The process listed on the
website is summarized below:
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1. Hydrogen fuel is channeled through field flow plates on one side while oxygen is channeled from the
air on the other side.
2. When hydrogen reaches the Anode the hydrogen splits into positive ions and negative electrons
3. The PEM membrane allows only the positively charged ions to pass through whereas, negatively
charged electrons travel along the external circuit thus creating an electrical current
4. At the cathode the electrons and hydrogen ions combine with oxygen to form water which flows into
the fuel cell.

Scientists Develop Lithium-Ion Battery that Charges 120 Faster than Normal
By Sebastian Anthony
This article by Sebastian Anthony reports scientists in Korea developed a lithium ion battery
that charges 30-120 times faster than conventional lithium ion batteries. As physical volume of the
battery grows, charging time increases thus, the larger the battery the longer the charge time.
Anthony explains that this group of scientists solved this problem by breaking a larger battery into
small individual cells. This change did not impact the energy density or cycle life of the battery. Due
to the size and performance, this battery would be best suited for an electric vehicle. This battery
would charge in less than one minute. This would break down the biggest barrier to entry of the
electric vehicle market.

Sharp Develops Concentrator Solar Cell with World’s Highest Conversion Efficiency
“Sharp” explains in a press release that they achieved 44.4% solar cell conversion rate – the
world’s highest to date. The solar cell “Sharp” developed uses photo absorption layers made from
multiple elements such as indium and gallium. “Sharp” began developing solar cells in 1967 for use
in space applications. “Sharp” is currently working on developing solar cells for more practical and
terrestrial applications.
South Korean Engineers Find Graphene Electrodes Can Recharge in 16 Seconds
By Danny King
In this article Danny King reports that scientists in Korea have created a graphene electrode
that provided as much charge as a conventional lithium ion battery. Furthermore, this battery could
be recharged in 16 seconds. King explains that these scientists were able to accomplish this by
making the graphene into powder which increased the surface area.
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Car Colors: They’re More than Skin Deep
This article examines the factors affecting color choices among car buyers. Currently white is
the most popular color in North America with black being second most popular. Meanwhile, Silver is
the most popular car color in the world. The demand is beginning to increase for less traditional car
colors, like purple and orange. Global influences are leading car makers to look at even more daring
colors like pink and fuchsia. Car color can also have an impact on resale value. More conservative and
traditional colors have the best resale value when it pertains to modern cars. Red has the highest resale
value whereas, green has the lowest. This is different in classic cars, consumers will at times pay up to
one third more for less traditional period colors like “Plum Crazy” which was part of a collection of vivid
paint colors used by Chrysler in the 1970s.

Lumilor: Elecroluminescent Coating System
“Lumilor” is an electroluminescent coating that was developed by a company called “DarksideScientific LLC.” The product is explained on “Lumilor’s” website as follows “DarksideScientific LLC”
developed a method of spraying an electroluminescent coating through regular paint guns which allows
for it to be easily applied to everyday objects, like cars. This process was patented and named LumiLor.
The coating creates a color changing effect through the process of radiative recombination which allows
a material to emit light in response to an electrical field.

www.Colormatters.com: Welcome to Color Matters
Colormatters.com is a website that explains the importance of color in the lives of human beings.
Colors can illicit strong reactions in people. Color has the ability to raise a person’s blood pressure,
irritate or soothe the eyes, and even suppress the appetite. Color is also a form a communication. For
example on a traffic light red means stop and green means go. Some of the world’s most recognized
brands rely very heavily on color. For example, John Deere green and Tiffany’s light blue.

Advances in Graphene – Related Technologies: Synthesis Devices and Outlook
By: Rachel Marian Frazier, Whitney Hough
Rachel Marian Frazier and Whitney Hough explore the advances in graphene and related
technologies in this article. Since its discovery a short time ago a graphene researchers have already
earned a Nobel Prize in physics. The industry is beginning to acknowledge the potential for this
material in commercial, electrical, thermal, and structural applications. The number of patents and
patent applications indicate a significant trend toward the use of graphene in commercial products.
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“Graphene dispersions are well-suited to large scale manufacturing, including roll-to-roll processing
in which layers are printed onto a substrate that is unwound from a roll. Rollto-roll processing is
particularly useful for scaling flexible electronics products including photovoltaics, LEDs,
transistors, etc. Sungkyunkwan University has a patent application describing the process of
roll-to-roll processing of graphene. The roll-to-roll process includes not only a way to coat graphene
onto a surface, but a preliminary step to form grapheme By CVD.” (Frazier, et al 2014)
A “SciFinder” search conducted by Frazier and Hough located over 2,000 patents and patent
applications relating to the use of graphene in commercial products. As of 2011 there were 82 patent
applications for use of graphene in solar cells and 58 for electroluminescent devices.
“There are reports of graphene-based super capacitors with energy densities and power densities
exceeding state-of-the-art lithium ion batteries” (Frazier et al., 2014)

Scientists Predict Green Energy Revolution After Incredible New Graphene Discoveries
By Steve Connor
This article by Steve Connor reports on new discoveries about graphene material and the possible impact on energy production. Connor begins with a brief history, graphene was discovered in 2004,
it is the thinnest known material, a million times thinner than a human hair. It is 200 times stronger
than steel but also incredibly light. Graphene is considered to be the first two-dimensional material; it
forms sheets of crystals that are one layer thick. Researchers recently discovered that graphene allows
positively charged hydrogen atoms and protons to pass through, however it blocks all other gasses.
This discovery has the potential to dramatically change the electric vehicle market. The use of graphene
in fuel cells would greatly increase efficiency by generating electricity directly from hydrogen. This could
also lead to a fuel cell that is a carbon-free energy source.
“Scientists also believe that graphene’s high strength and low weight can be harnessed in the
making of new composite materials and polymers for the transport industry, making travel safer and
more fuel efficient.” (Connor, 2014)

How to Design Cars Like A Pro
By Tony Lewin and Ryan Borroff
This book explores the process of car design. Authors Tony Lewin and Ryan Borroff walk
readers through the process from sketches, to prototypes to the final product. They speak with many
industry professionals and explore factors that drive customer to buy. Lewin and Borroff explain this
process as follows, “It is a process of defining the products people will want, how they want them to
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feel, and which features and technologies they will expect. It’s about giving the product a compelling narrative, or a “story”. Then it’s time to start sketching and giving life to the products, giving
them form.” (Lewin et al. 2010) With a focus on aesthetics, design features and advancing technologies. Lewin and Borroff explore how appealing design can set cars apart from their competition.
“Design is at the forefront of how cars are perceived and directly affects consumers purchase
decisions. And as time moves forward, consumers are becoming more demanding. They want the
cars they drive to have character, suggest individuality, to communicate to the world their lifestyles,
status even their values and ideals.” (Lewin et al. 2010)
“Carmakers are desperate to differentiate their ranges from those of their competitors, and all of
them realize that design is much the most effective to with which to achieve differentiation. And
for that reason most studios welcome the spark and fresh inspiration that young talent can bring.”
(Lewin et al. 2010)
How The Automobile Changed History
By Diane Bailey
Vehicles at first, were considered to be toys for the rich, but within just a few decades they reached into
the lives of ordinary, middle-class people.
The car gave people a new sense of freedom and individualism, with owners customizing
their vehicles.
People not only depended on their cars, they also identified with them.
Cars made it possible The Industrial Revolution (1970-1840) paved the way for the birth of the
automobile.

Electric and Hybrid Cars 2nd edition - A History
By Curtis D. Anderson and Judy Anderson
This book outlines the history of electric and hybrid cars from the earliest versions in the 19th
century to the myriad of options available today. This book also addresses the marketing strategies,
environmental issues and technologies that have made electric vehicles possible.
“Consumers are trying to find the cars that will match their lifestyle, their ideology and their pocketbook. Infrastructure, batteries, fuel cells, the price of gasoline, environmental awareness and cost
14
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effectiveness are all part of the mix as the auto companies struggle to provide consumers with their
passport to the freedom.” (Anderson et al. 2010)
The battery is a key technology that has impacted electric and hybrid vehicles over the years.
“The battery, its reaction to heat and cold, its recharging capabilities and weight are key to the
success or failure of electric vehicles. It has been the main roadblock in the EV’s (electric vehicles)
fight for consumer market share.” (Anderson et al. 2010)
“Automobiles were a convenient way to show what their batteries could do. High performance, low
mainte¬nance batteries are key to the electrics’ appeal and success.” (Anderson et al. 2010)
“Whether the power source is steam, gasoline internal combustion or electric current, cars are
interwoven in the fabric of our society. They both support and are shaped by the energy industry.
Their styles reflect individual personalities and their versatility echoes our functional need in work
and play.” (Anderson et al. 2010)
The Filmmaker’s Eye (learning and breaking the rules of cinematic composition)
By Gustavo Mercado
The author Gustavo Mercado combines practical, technical, and conceptual instruction by expressing the importance of specific shots in a film. He explains how the compositions of shots in filmmaking have a power effect storytelling. This books answers the questions of “why it works and how
it works” by giving the technical considerations and examples of “breaking the rules.” For example,
when something is particularly meaningful in a scene you would use a medium close up in combination with other shots to increase the involvement of the audience whereas, long shots would be used to
suggest narrative and thematic dynamics between characters and their placement in the environment.
The wide area in the shot makes compositional guidelines that are particularly helpful in establishing
what is balanced and unbalanced. There are so many examples that the author provides with reasons
to why they work and how they work when used in combination with other shots.
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PRODUCTION PROCESS
SKETCHES
During the sketching process of my vehicle the few key words that I kept in mind was sexy,
sustainable, and the future. I started out my researching why some vehicles we have today are so in
demand or on peoples dream list. I took a look at luxury, sports and concept cars for inspiration.
I focused on the design and technology of the cars particularly, the shapes of the vehicles. They all
represented speed, power, innovation and the decades of trial and error to fulfill the consumers needs.
Although I am no expert in aerodynamics, I realized that many of these cars had curves to reduce
friction to the open air. Having airflow flow throughout the car would maintain its speed and allow it to
be more efficient. With this in mind I designed a car that had curves in the areas that i felt would need
to have good airflow. The whole car was curvy but the area that I found to be most efficient was the
front of the vehicle due to the fact that it was the first to make contact against the flow of air. Each and
every part of the car had to keep the flow of air consistent (Appendix I, Fig. 1).
Once the exterior was decided I had to design how the aesthetics of the interior. The main thing
I wanted to focus on was to make sure that the interior suited the exterior in its streamlined look and
feel. I knew that I wanted to it to feel very beautiful and comfortable. At this time, I did not know what
type of material to use, but knew it had to be something that would feel luxurious no matter what. Most
of the interior would be technologically advanced meaning that it would have touch censors and the UI
(user interface) would be beautiful and yet simple to understand at the same time (Appendix I, Fig. 2).
After I had finalized my sketching I moved onto creating a solid blueprint of it in Adobe Illustrator
to use for modeling. I created 4 different views in order to model it accurately. The top view, profile
view, front view and back view. Each had to match with the previous view in order for the modeling
portion to be as precise as possible (Appendix I, Fig. 3).
MODELING
In this part of the process, the two programs that I used were Autodesk Maya and Cinema 4D.
I had originally used Autodesk Maya because I was much more familiar with the program for the
beginning stages of setting up and modeling. The method I used to model my vehicle was Block
Modeling. In my past experience I found that block modeling gave me an upper hand with controlling
polygon count. I have used spline modeling before to create objects with nice curves, but found that it
required much more precision and time in order to get it correct. The best way to make sure that what I
created was in perfect symmetry was by modeling half of the car and then create a mirrored copy or use
an instance to get a visual queue of how the full piece will look. In this stage I was also using Cinema
4D to refine my geometry. Once the model started to look more like the actual vehicle that was on the
blueprint, I then refined a lot of the edges to get ready for extracting.
After all of the cuts and separations which formed the doors, mirrors, roof, lights, tires and trunk
were fine tuned my next step was to make a design choice on how the doors would open.
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I reviewed three types of door styles that were seemingly popular amongst the stop brand cars. The
three types are; the Standard style of opening out to the side (Appendix II, Fig. 1), the Lamborghini style
of opening straight up (Appendix II, Fig. 2), and the Gull Wing style that looks like a birds wing flapping
(Appendix II, Fig. 3). In order to decide which would best suit my car design I rendered
animations of all three door styles. Ultimately I selected the Gull Wing door style because I felt that it
better suited the futuristic style that I was aiming for. I wanted something that would make each consumer feel as though they were going to embark on a brighter journey into the future rather than the
styles and feelings of the past.
The next step in my process was to build the interior. According to Curtis D and Judy
Anderson: “Consumers are trying to find the cars that will match their lifestyle, their ideology
and their pocketbook” (Anderson et al. 2010). With this in mind, my vision for the interior not only
would have to look inviting but also be forward thinking. As a designer, the choices that I make for
the vehicle should cause a domino effect for other forward thinkers and dreamers (Appendix II, Fig. 2).
With the exterior complete I moved on to the lighting process. Here I would create the look and
feel of the lighting system. As part of the design, I thought it would be a good plan to model lights that
would imply they are LED’s as a way to show that the design is still energy efficient. For the exterior there
are three main light features. The first being in the very front, the second on the sides where the door
panels and back tires are, and lastly the rear of the vehicle.
“They want the cars they drive to have character, suggest individuality, to communicate to
the world their lifestyles, status even their values and ideals”. (How to Design Cars Like a Pro, p. 9)
		
The last part of my modeling included the environment in which the vehicle will be
displayed. The environment also plays a smaller but important role in design. Originally the idea was
to have the vehicle be placed in an outdoor environment where you would see mountains and trees. I
changed course and chose to create a giant cave-like environment instead. I felt that it would provide
more of a sense of adventure and mystery about the car. Modeling the massive cave and its structures
were not too difficult in C4D because of the internal software that it provided. The tools I used were a
sphere and a “displacer“ deformer. The displacer deformer can be found within the same menu as
the “bend” deformer. Once chosen, I then had to drag and drop that deformer to make it a child of the
sphere. Next I would have to create a noise shader in the displacer menu. In order to get the desired
cave look tweaks had to be done in the noise shader of the displacer, changing the segments of the
sphere itself. Once I got my desired look I had to “current state the object”. By doing this, I would create
a polygon version also known as the “editable” version which I could manipulate as needed.
Next, I had to build the structures of the cave. This includes an arch like structure that would
support such a massive cave wall, a giant concrete floor with moving plates that create a path to the
next area, a tunnel in which the vehicle can show its speed and performance. Arches were added to
the tunnel to echo the structure in other areas of the cave.
17
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RIGGING
When it comes to creating a rig for cars in the 3D world there are certainly plenty of ways. There
were such rig setups that responded dynamically to each keyframe created and would work great as
long as the vehicle was moving in a singular direction, but when turning a corner the physics never
seems to work correctly. In order to create a custom rig that would do exactly what I wanted it to, I
combined a few different rig styles together.
Rigging List:
• Cars body physical movement
• Tire rotation
• Doors opening and closing
• Front and rear lights, internal lights
• Environment Floor (Cave Floor)
All of my rigging was done in Cinema 4D using Xpresso. Xpresso was a challenge at first to
learn, but became much easier after some trial and error with other rigs (Appendix III, Fig. 3).
As mentioned above, the rig that I originally used would make the car react dynamically. This
means that if the keyframes to make the car move from point A to point B were very quick then you
would see the body of the car pull back as it moved forward. The same result would happen if it was to
move directly from left to right. After many modified versions the car rig I finally came to one that worked
best. My customized rig was less dynamic and more manual key framing. What this did for me was to
give me more control of the animation while still being able keep the key framing to a minimum.
To understand what types of controls were used in order to create the look and feel of a real car,
I added 5 sliders. The control sliders consisted of a forward tilt, side tilt, ambient bounce, body rotation
and a drift motion. For the wheels of the car I had two categories. The first being the global controls
and the second being the individual controls. The global controls include the speed of the tire rotation,
the left and right rotation, the front and rear tire bounce as well as the tilt. During the animation process
all of these would play a part in making the vehicle move realistically.
TEXTURING AND LIGHTING
Another important aspect of vehicle design is the texturing and lighting. The texturing process
was done with Octane renderer. Octane provided some stock shaders that proved to be a great starting
point. My goal was to learn how to customize the shader enough to give the texture the right look and
feel of a real material in a luxury sports car. I used contrasting elements such as concrete and rubber
or paint and glass. Having octanes real time rendering helped greatly during this process. Being able
to see how each texture looks rendered and ability to make the necessary changes on the spot. Another
benefit was being able to light a shader and test it in both a distant and close-up shot allowed me to
18
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determine if each material required further revision. During this process I also learned that color plays a
crucial part in a consumer’s decision whether or not to purchase a particular vehicle. With this in mind
my research led me to color theory. Research suggests that the color of the car a person owns states
something about them (The physiology behind the color of your car, Tier10Lab.com).
For example,
• Silver: You are calm, cool, elegant, futuristic and possibly detached
• White: You are fastidious, enjoy a simple life, have a strong attention to detail and possibly a
perfectionist
• Green: You are trustworthy, traditional and balanced, but can also be lively and occasionally hysterical
• Brown/Beige: You are practical, reliable, down-to-earth and pragmatic.
• Yellow: You are upbeat, intelligent and young at heart
• Grey: You are calm, sober and very career-driven
• Blue: You are confident, quiet and dependable
• Red: You are energetic, dynamic and have a lust for life
• Pink: You are gentle, loving and caring
• Black: You are conservative, empowered, elegant and professional
• Purple: You are creative, unafraid of stepping outside of the norm and happy to be seen as unique
Color Theory also suggests that consumers will typically buy vehicles and many other products
based on how it makes them feel. Out of the many color choices, silver and red were the ones that I
decided to work with in my animation. Silver represents calm, cool and futuristic and red is that
energetic lust for life, these are the characteristics I wanted to portray in my car design. The next step
was to decide on the mood of the environment. I wanted the environment to be dark and mysterious
with a beam of light directed at the center where the vehicle is. This type of dramatic lighting along
with the bright red or silver color creates a focal point for my animation. Whether the exterior is silver
to symbolize elegance and futurism or red to symbolize energy and a love for life, the black interior
is a great way to say that you are in control of your life with ease and class. To aide in this feeling of
professionalism, much of the interior if made of top grade leather, carbon fiber, and some soft suede
fabrics. Although the interior may be dark there is also a bit of light spread throughout to create more of
a dramatic feel. Lights such as the power source in the center of the dashboard, and the user interface
which appears once the vehicle is on, even the doors have custom subtle lights to make the driver feel
the ultimate comfort.
Since color plays such an important role in a person’s decision whether to purchase a vehicle,
I wanted to make sure that “Helios” would be able to fulfill that need by incorporating the technology
to change colors. In order for a vehicle to have such a capability, Graphene would have to be used.
Though this is not a proven science yet, I was inspired by the fact that this material is so unique that the
possibility of it doing such a thing is actually attainable within a 10-year span. There is already such a
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car paint that reacts to electrical currents in order to change its appearance. It is called Lumilor Paint.
The science behind how this works is that
“Electroluminescence (EL) is a characteristic of a material that enables it to emit light in response
to an electrical field. At the sub-atomic level, the process behind electroluminescence is radiative
recombination, also known as spontaneous emission. In radiative recombination, phosphorescent
substances emit photons (light particles) in response to alternating electrical current. EL does not
require heat to produce light, meaning an electroluminescent lamp is safe, efficient, long lasting,
and cool to the touch. In the last 40 years that EL products have been available, only 2 dimensional
applications have been commercially practical as controlled manufacturing processes were needed
to produce an EL lamp. LumiLor® changed that.” (http://lumilor.com/science)
Moreover, because there is even such a thing that exist like this in our present time, I would not be
surprised if in the near future graphene could do something similar or better. There are currently 58
patent applications for Graphene in electroluminescent applications. (Frazier, et al 2012). Most of the
lighting that was used in the environments were volumetric lighting and spotlights. For the cave, there
would be multiple spot lights on the floor panels that would be directed at the vehicle. This created a
focal point for most of the shots and also would give nice reflections on the paint. During the tunnel
scenes many of the lights should shine from the ceiling onto the semi-glossy concrete floor, allowing
some of the light to be able to bounce back up onto the vehicle. Much of the lighting was subtle enough
to give the surrounding environment a visual presence while giving “Helios” a chance to shine with its
features.

AUDIO & ANIMATION
When it comes to any type of animation, what usually works best for me is to be able to choose
an audio track that helps narrate the story. By this time, I had come up a script that would aid the audio
and animation. The script was written in a poetic format that would not only hype up the animation but
also to reveal the special features that may not be as apparent in the animation. The script is as follows:
It’s time to wake up
and look toward the sun

Even in darkness,
Power remains

Infinite possibilities
in a layer as thin as a single atom

Choose your own reflection

harness the power
of the fiery gods themselves
HELIOS…
Exceptional…
Powerful …
Efficient …

move swiftly
and fiercely
This is HELIOS!
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By combining the voice over track with music from KREDO called “Remember”, I am aiming to
create an emotional attachment with the audience. (Appendix IV, Fig. 2) The audio track starts off very
subtle and somber and as it builds so does script and the animation.
The animation was built mostly to fit the narrative in the sense that it coincides with how the
audio track progressed. For example, In the beginning, the music starts of slow and gradually speeds
up adding more energy as it progresses. The animation, subsequently works in the same fashion. It
starts off in a dark isolated are where something slowly appears on screen and then in the next frame
you see a close up of what looks to be a car. As the next shots follow you start to see more and more of
this car. As a way to highlight what graphene solar power paint looks like, one of the shots is a close up
of one of the angles of the car. In order to show off how the vehicle charges itself and how fast, there
is a low angle shot looking up at the car with a ray of sunlight shining through the roof of this enormous
room. Next we see inside the car, showing of the dark interior with accents of light all coming from a
power source from the center of the dashboard. Once inside the vehicle, we can see that everything is
very sleek and minimal, the combination of carbon fiber and black leather symbolizing the luxury life.
In the next camera cut we get to see a close-up of the driver’s dashboard and what one would
see when powering up the car. All of the UI (User Interface) in this shot showing off the most important
things that a driver would need to know such as the power level, the solar absorption (sun icon), the
temperature of the vehicle and the tire temp. Because the vehicle is using magnetic fields to create
tire rotation (similar to little motors in smaller objects), it is important to be able to keep a visual of how
it’s performing. Next, we see the main console where all of the car controls take place. This particular
scene shows only one of the many cool features of the vehicle which is the changing of the vehicles
exterior color. Depending on how the driver is feeling, they have the choice to pick from several colors.
Again, the design was made in this manner in order to keep things simple and straight forward
to the driver. Many of the UI that I have researched in other luxury and high-end vehicles, I noticed
that although they are very beautifully done, many can be very complicated to use. The Tesla Model S
is one particular vehicle where I found that was not the case. The UI design is very nicely done and yet
it seems to be straight forward and easy to use. I kept this in mind while building my own UI.
The animation that follows takes place on the exterior of the car. At this point in the animation
the music has been building up and the energy is more predominant. Within the very next camera
scene you get a taste of the color change in action from silver to a deep rich red. My color choices
were designed to emphasize the action sequence that will proceed in the rest of the animation. The
silver color was used in the beginning to keep things soothing and calm while the viewer had a chance
to take everything in about the car. The very moment the color changed to the rich red, the animation
would change speeds and begin to get even more interesting. Much of the animation that takes place
once the camera switches back to the exterior is the car peeling out and then driving out of the cave into
a tunnel to its final destination, the great outdoors. The animation is not as simple as it sounds. The
first movement of the “Helios” is when it is peeling out from its static position to the cave door. Once
through the door there is a long tunnel and a concrete block that appears which results in the first time
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you see the vehicle “drift”. The second and last time you see the “Helios” do a drifting maneuver, the
camera shifts from a front camera shot to a wide shot to a rear shot. All of these shots were meant to
create a very dynamic ending to the animation. In a sense, this would be the pinnacle of the animation
as you watch “Helios” drive away, the screen fading to black and the audio slowly fading as you hear
the final word recalling the name “Helios”.

RENDERING & COMPOSITING
Rendering was one of the most tedious of all of my processes in my entire project. The main
focus was to create something that was realistic and yet stylized at the same time. In order to achieve
this I came across a third party plugin called Octane. This plugin is available in both cinema 4D and
Autodesk Maya. For my thesis I chose to purchase the one available for Cinema 4D. The main purpose
for using this plugin is because it offers Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) rendering instead of Central
Processing Unit (CPU). This was a huge step forward because I could get my desired style and look in
a shorter amount of render time simply by using graphics cards that had the high processing power.
With that said, materials and render settings were very crucial to my results. The majority of
materials that were used on “Helios” were octane materials and mixed materials. For example, to get
the correct fresnel reflection of real paint I had to mix a diffuse material with specular and sometimes
glossy material. There were occasions where multiple mix materials had to be applied to get a texture
or shader to look correct.
In order to get the color changing effect to look cool and yet function in the way I wanted I had to
use a Luminance shader. The first step was to customize an ink bleed animation to move at the correct
speed and timeframe that was needed for the shot, then export that out as an image sequence. Next,
I would have to import that sequence into C4D as a luminance shader. Although the scene happens
rather fast, the transition is smooth and successful.
Multi-layers were used as part of the render process in order to have greater control over the
layers during compositing. Each layer was planned out and separated in order to have a smooth workflow. The file format that was used for my multi-layering process was OpenEXR. The reason for using
an OpenEXR is that it was the most efficient to work with in Adobe After Effects. This format is “a high
dynamic-range (HDR) image file format developed by Industrial Light & Magic for use in computer
imaging applications.” (OpenEXR, www.openexr.com). This format was rather large per frame, but it
would combine all twenty two of my layers into a single layer and would retain all of the color values that
would be needed for compositing. Once the sequence is imported into After Effects I used the Extractor
tool to separate out the desire layer for that particular scene.
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FINAL
Before reaching a final version there were some changes that had to be done. Some of the
feedback required re-renders of the UI and others were more minimal and subtle such as color grading,
proper blurs, and keeping the animation more pleasing for each shot. Ultimately, the feedback helped
me reach the final animation where I felt very proud of the work I had put so much time and effort into.

TECHNICAL ISSUES
Graphene
One of the biggest challenges with this “wonder material” is that it is still to hard to create in
large quantities. Although this material could possibly be the answer to solve much of our issues in
the future it is something that still have not been perfected. There is still much research that will need
to go into discovering if this material truly is what scientist and forward thinkers may claim. However,
some of the claims about graphene have been tested and proven to work such as a battery that can
be charged within 16 seconds and would last for many hours. Additionally, Researchers have made
great advancements in synthesizing graphene to make large quantities with appropriate surface area
for commercial applications.
“Scientists also believe that graphene’s high strength and low weight can be harnessed in the making
of new composite materials and polymers for the transport industry, making travel safer and more fuel
efficient.” (Connor 2014). All of my designs using this material are inspired by this idea that these
technological advancements are possible, though it has not been proven to be reality yet. “Market
researchers describe how the world is, designers show how the world could be.” (Neumeier 2006)

Octane Renderer and Vray
When I started this whole project I knew rendering was going to be an issue that I had to
overcome. CPU rendering was something that I was only familiar with while in school, but as time
passed there was a new types of rendering that emerged called GPU rendering. This allowed for me
to render much faster and more efficiently with my scenes by using graphics cards that had much
more processing power. The program that would allow me to do this is called Otoy Octane Renderer.
This program offered real time rendering with Nvidia Graphics cards. My biggest challenge was to
learn everything from scratch. At the time there were not any tutorials on how to use the plugin. It is
truly sad when a company puts out a new plugin or program and the instructions are less than clear.
Over time, there were more tutorials from other users that made the process clearer.
When rendering a scene that requires global illumination or ambient occlusion to create a
stylized hyper-realistic render, each scene would take between 30-minutes to an hour per frame.
Whereas in octane I was able to that very same scene and get the same result in a fraction of the
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time. Although this was a great alternative I did have some issues. The first being a financial issue,
a graphics card that would have such high processing power would cost around $1000 each, such
as Nvidia Titan card. Fortunately, at this time my job was also beginning to use GPU rendering with
octane and had two monster machines that had four of these powerful cards in each machine.
Learning the shader and lighting system in octane was another challenge. All of the shaders
and lighting had to be done with octane specific tools. For example, the naming convention did not
always make sense. Glossy materials are supposed to come with a fresnel layer embedded with it,
but this was not the case. In order to create the illusion of a fresnel you would have to create a fall-off
layer that gives the material a proper shine and reflection.
For lighting, if the lighting was to be correct it would have to be octane specific. Some of the
lighting was simple while others required more testing in order to find the right solution. At first most
of my knowledge was not something found in a tutorial, but purely based on a process of elimination
and trial and error. After some time had passed and there were more advanced users, many more
tutorials started to arise. Ultimately aiding me in fine tuning my thesis the way I had dreamed of from
the beginning.
Vray was another program that needed much attention in order to get the correct texture.
Unlike Octane, Vray used CPU rendering and would typically take an extremely long time to render
a scene that is hyper-realistic. Fortunately, the only thing that I needed to be realistic was the rims
of the vehicle. I chose to use this plugin for the rims instead of octane because although it provided
me with great results, the shine and metallic look from the rims never seemed correct to me. By only
concentrating on the rims when using Vray, I was able to render my scenes very quickly wherever
they were present and make changes as needed in After Effects.

Rigging and Xpresso
There are pros and cons to the choices that I made in the rigging process. The pro is that I
really had control over every aspect of the vehicle having less of a chance for any anomalies to occur
during the rendering process. For instance, the original rig that was created for “Helios” would react
dynamically based off of the x, y and z position in the scene. With the right set-up, the body of the
car would react like a real one would when it starts moving from a static position. Pulling the body
back and the tip of the body would raise up then drop down and even have a minor bounce depending on how drastic the movement (Appendix III, Fig. 1).
The big issue for this rig was the inconsistency of its position when it came time to turn corners
and rendering. The tires would not spin correctly when the vehicle had turn a corner. The only way
the car seemed to look perfect was on a straight line, forwards and backwards. Also, when rendering
out the driving animation, if I needed multiple shots within the same scene or had to re-render
something the movement was never the same. Down the road I knew this would cause a lot of issues
of consistency for compositing.
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The custom rig on the other hand, would keep the consistency during animation but
everything had to have a control slider made for it. Every little detail of how the car moved from the
body to the bounce and how the wheels would react would all have to have its own control. This was
a very tedious process as many others, but having the control and consistency would ultimately help
the overall feel of the animation (Appendix III, Fig. 4).

Script
For my animation, I felt that not only would visual and audio cues would help narrate the story
but also to have a voice over script to give it the extra push to connect with the viewer. Originally I
had written out a script for the voice over that would tag along with everything that would happen
in the visuals. The problem with that was the fact that it became too overwhelming and trite for the
viewer. By changing the script to something like poetry with fewer lines and more dynamic keywords
I allowed the viewer to be more engaged in what they are seeing. Once that was settled, I needed a
voice talent. The challenge was to find a voice that was strong enough to sell the product and at the
same time very soothing and trusting. I tried multiple male and female talents that I thought had all
of the characteristics needed, but none seemed quite right. Ultimately, the only voice that seemed
to resonate with what my animation needed was Bethany Robinson. (Appendix IV, Fig 1) With her
permission, I was able to use her voice in the animation. I now have an appreciation for movie
studios when they are looking for voice talents for their movies. Having multiple options gave me a
better chance of finding the right one.

Helios Paint Change
The biggest challenge of the car changing its color in an animation, was finding the right way
to do it. In C4D, I used a tool called Poly FX. This tool allowed me to break down the geometry of any
part of the car I wanted creating an explosion like effect. This sounded like a great idea at first, but
would require a lot more subdivisions and extra particle effects to make it look right. My next option
was to use the morph deformer tool. This tool gave me the ability to change each and every polygon
face in sequential order. I was also able to add the random effector to it so that it was not so linear.
Again, this was a good idea with good intentions but it still did not feel as dynamic as I had wished.
The changing of the paint should be very smooth and not so disruptive visually. The final and best
option I went with was to customize an ink bleed animation, export it as an image sequence and use
it as a luminance map as a paint shader. By doing this I was able to create a transition that
happened very smoothly without taking up too much render time or extra plugins. The overall result
was a much better choice for the design of the vehicle and would seem more realistic in the real
world.
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UI Design
The user interface was another challenge in my design process. The first challenge was that
I was not a professional or intermediate interface designer. It was just not my strong point. When the
time came to design the interface design of a vehicle all could do was research how manufactures
approached their UI designs. I was inspired by the UI of sports cars, luxury cars and electric cars
such as Tesla. This gave me the opportunity to learn why they include or exclude certain things in
their interface. It all came down to the experience of the driver. Since “Helios” was to be an electric
car that could be driven autonomously or manually I wanted to make something that was not so over
whelming for your everyday driver while still being technologically advanced. The big problem I ran
into was time, time constraints on the animation and my presentation. Since my animation was only
about a minute and a half, I would not be able to spend a big portion of it just on the UI. That scene
could be a five minute animation on its own. So in order to cut down on the time while still
delivering a good visual scene I decided to simplify it. Both the driver side and center panel has a
glossy screen that would all be touch based and when the interface would appear as a Head Up
Display (HUD) rather than on a flat surface. By creating a HUD, it would imply that we are in the
future where human technology has advanced to the point where we can now interact with things
more than just touching a screen, giving you that physical interaction that goes beyond a single panel.

Helios vs. ISIS
Originally the name for the vehicle was ISIS. The name represented an Egyptian goddess that
symbolized life, fertility, magic and for the people. At the time I felt that it was a perfect fit and could
move people into the future. Unfortunately, due to current global events and the negative connotation
that the name had I was forced to change the name. While it was a bummer, I think that it was also
a blessing in disguise. While researching for a name that was more suiting to this powerful vehicle I
came across “Helios”. In Greek Mythology, “Helios” was considered as a titan, god of the sun, overseer of the people, and bringer of light. Not to be mistaken for Apollo who was an Olympian and was
very unlike by the people and no relation to the sun god what so ever. This was a much more suitable
name that people would want to be a part of. Not only was it much more fitting but the name
resonates more with what wanted to design.

Extra Key Features of Helios
During my research I had to think of everything that would and could make this vehicle better,
different and more unique than any other vehicle. Unfortunately, I was unable to show all of it in just
one and a half minutes of animation. I had to choose the few features that I felt were the most
important which were the graphene solar power paint, self sufficiency, a head ups display user
interface and power.
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Some of the things that would have been wonderful to add are the extra safety features such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Gull wing door
Multi-sensory all around the car
Autonomous driving options
The wheel system
Why the roof was mostly glass

Gull Wing Door
While researching different door styles that would be possible and realistic for cars I came
across three different types, the standard door, Lamborghini door and gull wing door. The
Lamborghini door style is a great space saver if ever parked close to another vehicle but can
dangerous if the hinges ever failed to work properly. It could act as a guillotine if there was a
malfunction. For that reason, I ruled out the Lamborghini doors. The standard door is something that
is used all around the world and is very common. A common door is not what I wanted in this
vehicle. Finally, the gull wing door, I went with this door style because it has a very cool futuristic
look, and is relatively space saving. A safety concern for the gull wing is that if the vehicle was to ever
be flipped upside down the doors would not be able to open. A feature that I would use to combat
this is that in case of an emergency and that happens, the doors would just pop off. Thus, allowing
the passengers to safely exit the vehicle.

Multi-Sensory
Vehicles in our present time have gone as far as keyless entry where you would need to have a
key fob on you when you are near the car to be able to access it. What if in the near future the
technology of keyless entry was even more evolved? By evolved I mean either thumb print or taking
that step even farther simply by scanning your body when you are within 10 feet of the vehicle, or
maybe even voice recognition. The possibilities are endless for the future. For example, we now have
phones that can be accessed either by using a pin code or finger print scan. The possibility of
something like that for your car is definitely not too farfetched.

Autonomous Driving
During the modeling stages of Helios, I knew I wanted this car to be autonomous with the
option of manual driving as well. Currently there are developments of fully autonomous cars on the
other side of the world. There are also developments of vehicles that will parallel park or
automatically use the breaks for you when you need it most, but none that simply do it all. I took this
opportunity to add this as a feature. With all of the touch HUD displays that would exist once inside
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the vehicle the driver not only could choose how they wanted to drive (sport or luxury) or the color
they felt was fitting for the day, but also if they felt like driving at all that day. Being able to choose to
drive or let the vehicle do it for you would be such a great seller in the marketplace. This could also
be great for long trips where the driver and passenger could get some rest while still being able to
make it to their destination without interruptions. Unfortunately, I was not able to fit this into the final
animation or show off this key feature at all. The animation would simply be too long with the time
constraints. It is certainly something that I would like to keep working on in the future as
technology advances.

Glass Roof
First, I would like to state that I am not an engineer by any means and my decision to make
a glass roof was purely a design feature that I thought would be great. Although the roof is mostly
covered with glass, I did not forget to make a structure that would still support the main frame of the
car. From a top point of view, you can see that the vehicle has a Y shape structure to it while the rest
is glass. By design, this would allow those inside to enjoy the surrounding environment. The glass
would be very strong based on its shape and also help move the air around the vehicle for better
aerodynamics. As mentioned above, this was purely a design idea that I thought would work great for
marketing and not because I have any professional experience in engineering.

Survey
The surveys listed below are the results of my final animation. The questions served as a way
to see if I was successful in creating something that would seem marketable to people in the future.
Also to test if my research and design had led me to something that people could see themselves be
a part of, which is a new movement of sustainability and solar powered vehicles.
The general results offered from the pooled viewers:
1. What main feature or design of the car was most appealing to you?
“Dash”
“The Roof”
“Color, Coolness Factor”
“Really like the dashboard displays and the futuristic possibilities that the concept has. The
exterior shell has such a dynamic approach to it.”
“The rear design of the exterior.”
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“The body, the inside. Everything! Including Bethany’s voice was a perfect fit!”
“It’s body lines/curves”
“Solar-powered”
“The sleek”
“The color change feature”
“Overall the body of the car, it looked to be perfectly aerodynamic.”
“The color changing”
“The ability to select and change the color of the car is most appealing. It is a unique feature that
doesn’t exist today. We as consumers are able to customize more and more of our possessions (i.e.
phones, clothing, online presence) this feature allows the car to be another personal expression for
the consumer”
“Front end and the roof line”
2. Was the User Interface (UI) easy to understand? If not, what would you add?
“Yes”
“Yes”
“Excellent, self explanatory”
“User Interface was amazing, i liked the simple design that it had. Seems user friendly approach
although i think its almost too much for older generations.”
“The UI was easy to understand.”
“It was easy, I think.”
“I thought it worked well. Pulls together all of the screen elements”
“Yes, very easy to understand”
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“Yes”
“Touch screen interface seemed simple enough. Pretty easy to understand.”
“The UI was very easy to understand.”
“It was not bad, maybe add some text or voice control/response.”
“It was easy to understand”
“UI was easy to understand”

3. Based on the visuals that you have seen in the animation, would you purchase this car if it was
available and affordable?
“Yes”
“Yes!”
“Yes, but looks pricey…”
“If I was a multimillionaire of course.”
“Although I find the car appealing, I wouldn’t buy it because I am not big on purchasing high
performance sports vehicles. I wouldn’t do them any justice.”
“I would if it was affordable. But it doesn’t look affordable. Lol”
“If it were affordable, yes.”
“Hell Yea....It’s beautiful”
“Definitely, but I’m sure affordable would not apply, it looks like it would be big bucks...very
classy.”
“Yes it would. This car is sweet.”
“I would most definitely purchase this car.”
“Yes”
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“Yes, if it was available and affordable I would purchase the car.”
“Minh we both know that this vehicle would be out of our price range, but I wish I could afford
it.”

4. Additional comments (optional) :
“Cool”
“Looks great, nice pace and smoothness of graphics! Well done”
“Makes me think of a futuristic Acura nsx design”
“The design and animation was great. The music and narration fit very well with it all.”
“Mao and I liked it very much! Super job!”
“Great job overall. The design is awesome. I thought the voiceover added a lot too.”
“Awesome!!”
“Overall presentation is nicely done. Presents product clearly while using great graphics.”
“Great job. Visuals were nice. Cool concept.”
“Terrific job, I believe it could be a top selling car model!”
“The presentation was very successful it made me want to learn more about the car. I would be
interesting in knowing more about the other features of the car that are shown on the screens in
the interior of the car. What other features, does the car have that makes it stand out from all
other cars on the market. it seems very high tech and futuristic so it’s intriguing to think about
what else the car can do.”
“Great animation. I think some of your inspiration for the vehicle was BMW, a little of the front
end looked like BMW lines. The first time the vehicle spins it’s tires, the smoke looks suspicious.
How many hours do you have in this animation (300?) ?”
The overall idea of the animation was to see how car advertisements are so successful in their
marketing to an audience by going in depth with all of the research to make a car what it is in the
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final stages. “Helios” is the final product of that research and my own personal beliefs that through
design we can achieve something greater not only for our future but the future of our planet. My goal
was to take the audience on that journey and to see if all of my hard work has paid off. Certainly many
of the viewers loved the design of the vehicle and the overall look of the animation really made them
want this concept car, but for many i think that may it seemed to be too luxurious looking and many
felt that they would not be able to afford it. As a result, I believe that if I were to redo this that maybe
I could add more emphasis that it is in the near future where the majority of the working middle class
could afford this like they would with a Honda, Subaru or Hyundai of today. The possibilities are
feasible within time and time is what may be the answer for “Helios”.
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APPENDIX I
Fig. 1 - Sketches

Le, Minh D, Sketches. Image. August 2013. Digital file

Fig. 2 - Interior Sketch and comp

Le, Minh D, Car Interior Sketch. Image. February 2014. Digital file
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APPENDIX I
Fig. 3 - Color Comp (4 views)

Le, Minh D, Color Comp. Image. September 2013. Digital file
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APPENDIX II
Fig. 1 - STANDARD DOOR STYLE

Le, Minh D, Standard Door Style. Image. December 2013. Digital file

Fig. 2 - LAMBORGHINI DOOR STYLE

Le, Minh D, Lamborghini Door Style. Image. December 2013. Digital file
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APPENDIX II
Fig. 3 - GULL WING DOOR STYLE

Le, Minh D, Gull Wing Door Style. Image. December 2013. Digital file

All of thes images show how the vehicle would look using the standard door style (top left), the
Lamborghini door style (bottom left), and the Gull Wing style (top right). Although they are all unique
in their own ways the one that was chosen for “Helios” was the Gull Wing.
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APPENDIX II
Fig. 4 - INTERIOR

Le, Minh D, Final Interior. Image. February 2015. Digital file

Fig. 5 - INTERIOR

Le, Minh D, Final Interior 2. Image. February 2015. Digital file

Fig. 6 - INTERIOR

Le, Minh D, Final Interior 3. Image. February 2015. Digital file
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APPENDIX III
Fig. 1 - ORIGINAL DYNAMIC RIG

Le, Minh D, Original Dynamic Rig. Image. July 2014. Digital file

Le, Minh D, Original Dynamic Rig Sliders. Image. July 2014. Digital file

What you see here is the original rig that was built for the light system of the vehicle. Not only can the
lights be animated to be turned on and off, but also how much power the light gives off.
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APPENDIX III
Fig 2. CUSTOM CAR RIG

Le, Minh D. Custom Car Rig. Image. December 2014. Digital file

This is a preview of the custom rig that was built for my vehicle. On the left side of the image are the
sliders that were created to animate the vehicle. As you can see there is a very long list of things that
can be animated. On the right side of the image shows how all of those sliders are connected and
work within Xpresso.
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APPENDIX IV

TALENT AGREEMENT

Fig. 1 - Narration Agreement

Le, Minh D, Narration Agreement. Image. March 17, 2015. Digital file.

Fig. 2 - Audio Agreement

Le, Minh D. Audio Agreement. Image. April 6, 2015. Digital file.
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APPENDIX V

HELIOS ANIMATION FINAL VERSION

Slide 1

Slide 2
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